National Specialty, Houston, Texas held May 05, 2001
Judge: Mr. Edd E. Bivin

**Best of Breed**
CH Queen Bless JP Success Story (D).
Owner(s): Dorothy Hageman

**Best of Winners**
Cadaga Civil Action (D).
Owner(s): Linda Sohn and Kyoko Ozeki.
**Best of Opposite Sex**

CH Nanstar’s Minstral (B).
Owner(s): Nancy Pinke.

**Awards of Merit**

CH St. Blaise Angel’s Touch (D).
Owner(s): Jill Riley and Mary Maher.

CH Copper Mist Ice Dancer (D).
Owner(s): Elyse Griffin, Richard Beauchamp, and Sharon Newcomb.

CH Loteki Supernatural Being (D).
Owner(s): John Oulton.

CH Tamarros Masked Bandit (D).
Owner(s): Wesley Sherrill.

CH Whitestar’s Risque Remarque (B).
Owner(s): Greynell Richard and Arvilla White.

**Winners Dog**

Cadaga Civil Action (D).
Owner(s): Linda Sohn and Kyoko Ozeki.
Reserve Winners Dog

L’Ete Cadaga Phenomenon.
Owner(s): Stanley and Linda Sohn.

Winners Bitch

Pisces Primrose.
Owner(s): Donald Colvard, Karen Bristol, and Mary Cramer.

Reserve Winners Bitch

L’Ete Cadaga Irresistible.
Owner(s) Jim and Bobbie Jannard.

Best Puppy

L’Ete Cadaga Phenomenon.
Owner(s): Stanley and Linda Sohn.

Best Bred-By Exhibitor

Krystal Fancy Tango.
Owner(s): Karen Murad.

Best Junior Handler

Katherine Snider.